Astrakos’ Society for Public Health

Discover the do’s and don’ts to ensure you’re always on the right
track

These "Terms of Service", govern your access to and use of the Astrakos website and mobile
application, including any content, functionality and services offered on or through
www.Astrakos.com Astrakos.com and its subsidiaries are collectively referred hereto as "Astrakos"
"we" or "us" and “you” or “user” means you as a user of the Site.
Services We Offer
We are the link between patients and practitioners, our company provides assistance to all customers
worldwide via online telecommunication.
IN CONSIDERATION of this mutual understanding, you agree to the following terms and conditions:
The user agrees that with faithfully and to the best of his or her ability carry out the duties and
responsibilities communicated to him or her by the Astrakos company. The user shall comply with all
company policies, rules, and procedures at all times.
1. Position
As a user it is the duty of me to perform all essential job functions and duties. For example, it is my duty
to regularly inform the Astrakos’ administration about the hours used by customers. From time to time,
we may also add other duties within the reasonable scope of the author/practitioner, tele service, and
education’s work. For instance, we will send you mails when customers book you to inform you with
the total amount of hours or contact information.
2. Compensation
As compensation for the services provided by us 20 % of total revenue before the subtracting of the
VAT will be paid to us. Additionally, user will pay VAT, usually Swedish tax system take 6% for sport
and 25% for other services.

3. Quality
If a client is not satisfied with user’s sale, a new booking will be executed for free until the client reach
the satisfaction. user shall be subject to mandatory participation when clients book him or her. The
internet connection must be with good connection so client can understand everything completely. Time
should be settled by agreement between user and client.
4. Benefits
We have the right to present your profile/CV with contact information on a post on Astrakos market
where can be seen by all Astrakos’ community. Further, we have the right to list it on Astrakos’ market
in the teleservice category with other businesses. user will sell the service only by using our booking
and payment system.

5. Termination
It is the intention of both we and you to form a long and mutually profitable relationship. However, this
relationship may be terminated by either party at any time provided. Through fifteen days a written
notice should be delivered to the other party.

6. Confidentiality
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As a user, you will have access to confidential information that is the property of the owner and clients.
You are not permitted to disclose this information outside of the company. You are not allowed to
publish pornography, or anything about child abuse.

7. Indemnification
The user agrees to indemnify and hold the provider harmless from any and all claims against injures and
damages from negligence on the user’s part.

8. Entirety
This agreement is for one year and may be modified at any time, provided the written consent of both
parties.
9. Severability
The parties agree that if any portion of this agreement is found to be void or unenforceable, it shall be
struck from the record and the remaining provisions will retain their full force and effect.
10. Jurisdiction
This agreement shall be governed, interpreted, and construed in accordance with the laws of Sweden.
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